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The Commons of Pensacola
by Winnie McCroy

EDGE Editor

Friday Nov 22, 2013

What would you do if a family member robbed all
your friends and business acquaintances of their
fortunes, and left you holding the bag? That’s the
question at the center of Manhattan Theater Club’s
"The Commons of Pensacola," a genuine little
gem of a production presented in a tightly wrapped,
intermission-free package.

Aging matriarch Judith (Blythe Danner) is
comfortably settled in a condo in the Redneck Riviera
of Pensacola, Florida, with an island nurse Lorena
(Nilaja Sun) on hand to make sure she takes her
daily battery of pills for her hormones, diabetes,
heart and failing vision.

"These floaters," cries Judith. "When I close my eyes it’s like the Fourth of July."

But when Judith quips that she’s "the only person in the state of Florida who can’t wait to get
Alzheimer’s," it has more to do with her past than it does with her future. We soon learn Judith’s
absent (and presumably imprisoned) husband is guilty of bilking everyone they know in some
Madoff-like Ponzi scheme.

Danner, who spouts quips like, "Don’t shit a shitter" and "ritzy-pitzy," is perfectly cast as the stoic
but slightly bitter wife of a grade-A schmuck. Her mercurial swings in emotion, and her tendency to
run the tip of her tongue along the corners of her mouth after a particularly juicy delivery is
endearing and gives the character both pathos and feet of clay.

As her daughter Becca, Sarah Jessica Parker does a fine job. Although her eye-rolling expressions
are sometimes a bit more slapstick than the role requires, she comes across well as an untethered
43-year-old woman, dating a man almost 15 years her junior.

Michael Stahl-David tackles the role of the young tyro Gabe with aplomb, imbuing the character
with just enough earnestness to like him, and just enough exploitative slime to hate him. When this
sober vegan beds Becca’s foul-mouthed niece Lizzy (Zoe Levin) while Mom’s laid up in the hospital,
both the audience and Becca are ready to say goodbye to him.

The plot turns, however, when Lizzy and Becca discover a huge stash of hot Euros chilling in Judith’s
fridge. With only $14 left in her bank account, Becca thinks to take it; in fact, she almost walks out
the door with it in hand.

But it is her sister Ali (Ali Marsh) who stops her, after a fashion. These two sisters who are "as
different as chalk and cheese" butt heads on how to handle Mom’s decision to keep some of Dad’s

Blythe Danner and Sarah Jessica
Parker  (Source:Joan Marcus)
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ill-gotten fortune. While Becca quietly festers over the fact that Mom offered to pay for Lizzy’s
schooling with it, Ali reacts by storming the castle, ripping Judith’s condo apart in an attempt to find
the money, and report Mom to the authorities, who will most certainly throw her in jail.

In the end, "The Commons of Pensacola" wins by avoiding a pat conclusion. Playwright Amanda Peet
scores big by leaving the resolution untidy, with a move toward redemption, but lots of loose
threads are left hanging about. In real life, tragic events are rarely knit up into a tidy little package.
And this play finds authenticity by letting art mimic life.

Scenic design by Santo Loquasto is equally authentic. The small stage actually looks like the condo
of a Florida retiree, complete with a tiny kitchenette with cutting board and teapots, a rattan couch,
end tables and a balcony with a sliding glass door that just won’t budge. Through the glass doors,
one can glimpse the lamp through Judith’s adjacent bedroom window. Loquasto avoids theatrical
sentiments in transforming the stage into something as genuine as the production.

"The Commons of Pensacola" runs through Feb. 9, 2014 at the Manhattan Theatre Club, NY City
Center Stage 1, 131 W. 55th St. For information or tickets, call 212-581-1212 or visit
ManhattanTheatreClub.com

Winnie McCroy is the Women on the EDGE Editor, HIV/Health Editor, and Assistant Entertainment Editor for
EDGE Media Network, handling all women’s news, HIV health stories and theater reviews throughout the U.S.
She has contributed to other publications, including The Village Voice, Gay City News, Chelsea Now and The
Advocate, and lives in Brooklyn, New York, where she writes about local restaurants in her food blog,
http://brooklyniscookin.blogspot.com/
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